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CHILDREN
Application for summary return of child to Israel — Whether permissible to grant application 
under court’s inherent jurisdiction if Hague Convention not applicable
In re NY (A Child) (Reunite International intervening) SC(E) 665

IMMIGRATION
Foreign national detained pending deportation — Whether detention unlawful if deportation 
order unlawfully made
R (DN (Rwanda)) v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Bail for 
Immigration Detainees intervening) SC(E) 698

QUEEN’S BENCH DIVISION

CHILDREN
Reporting restrictions in criminal proceedings preventing identification of defendant until  
aged 18 — Whether jurisdiction to extend restriction beyond age of 18
RXG v Ministry of Justice DC 703

DATA PROTECTION
Claim for compensation for contravention of statutory data protection requirements — Whether 
claimant suffering “damage” by reason of non-consensual use of personal data
Lloyd v Google llc  CA 747

TORT
Defendant relying on erroneous legal advice that contract probably not enforceable — Whether 
capable of being liable for inducing breach of contract
Allen (trading as David Allen Chartered Accountants) v Pollock CA 781

CHANCERY DIVISION 

CHARITY
NHS foundation trust seeking reduction in non-domestic rates applicable to charities  
— Whether NHS foundation trust “charity”
Derby Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust v Derby City Council (Charity  
Commission for England and Wales intervening) Morgan J 586

LANDLORD AND TENANT
Landlord exercising statutory commercial rent arrears recovery mechanism — Whether  
thereby waiving right to forfeit lease
Thirunavukkrasu v Brar CA 567

PRACTICE
Sovereign state relying on limitation defence to defeat claim having earlier relied on sovereign  
immunity to prevent timeous bringing of claim — Whether abuse of process
High Comr for Pakistan in the United Kingdom v Prince Muffakham Jah Marcus Smith J 421
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Part 9 will be published in September
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FAMILY DIVISION

MARRIAGE
Forced marriage protection order — Whether jurisdiction to make in respect of person with  
capacity if opposed to order
In re K (Secretary of State for Justice intervening) CA 283

MENTAL DISORDER
Application to authorise taking of DNA samples from incapacitous adult to resolve paternity  
dispute — Source of jurisdiction and proper approach to best interests assessment
Bagguley v E Ct of Protection 267
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Since they entered circulation in 1953, The Weekly Law  
Reports have provided the most up to date and  
comprehensive generalist coverage of law-changing  
judgments in England and Wales.

To address the increasing demand over recent years for wider  
and deeper coverage of case law, we have significantly  
expanded The Weekly Law Reports. 

As a user of The Weekly Law Reports, you will be famil-
iar with the existing three volumes. Volume 1 covers points 
of law of general interest and procedural matters. Volumes 2 
and 3 contain cases of greater significance which will subse-
quently appear (with the addition of a note of argument) in  
The Law Reports. 

Volume 4 of The Weekly Law Reports provides extended 
coverage of cases which we do not have room to report in  
the print edition but are nevertheless instructive and useful to 
practitioners and students alike. You can find them, along with 
those reported in Volumes 1 to 3, on ICLR Online.
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